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ABSTRACT
 
The process ofintroducing a staff to the philosophy ofwhole language and
 
aiding them in the transition from a traditional teaching background can be a
 
rewarding experience. Achange such as this causes people to reflect upon their
 
personal philosophies,beliefs,and behaviors. This project examines the process of
 
change. More importantly,it explains howimplementors ofchange can prepare
 
their stafffor the new innovation and together create the design for the desired
 
change. The projectfocuses on the growth offour third grade teachers over a period
 
oftwo years. Through their reading of professional materials,inservices, peer
 
discussions,and much personal reflection over the two year period,these teachers
 
grew in their roles as facilitators. The project stresses the importance ofallowing
 
each group member's voice to be heard before,as well as throughout,the change
 
process. If this is allowed,successful,lasting change can occur.
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INTRODUCTIONANDSTATEMENTOFTHEPROBLEM
 
Change in any aspect ofone's life can be difficultfor many people.
 
Introducing a new idea,way ofviewing a situation,or exploring a new philosophy can
 
make many people uncomfortable. Thus,introducing an elementaryfaculty to whole
 
language and aiding them in their transition toward a child-centered curriculum can
 
be challenging,frustrating,yet extremely rewarding. Kenneth Goodman(1986)
 
notes scjveral keyfactors that are needed to succeed in transitioning a staffinto whole
 
language. First of all,the staff must wantto change to a more humanistic approach.
 
There is also a need to be supported from the district as well as to identify leadership
 
among the teachers to implement the training. Change in the role ofthe teacher in
 
the classroom as well as with administration mustbe desired and accepted. The role
 
ofstudents also mustchange and expand,allowing them to participate in planning
 
their education. Parents mustlearn aboutthe approach,and then support the efforts
 
ofthe teachers in their transition. Andfinally,the teachers mustview themselves as
 
professionals and have the desire to continue their growth through a commitment to
 
learn about whole language and build a program together. It would be an immense
 
job tp fully detail and record an entire faculty's transition and growth toward whole
 
language. Thus,this project narrows down the faculty to examine the progress ofa
 
group ofthird grade teachers as they explore the philosophy ofwhole language and
 
implement various methods.
 
Change can challenge a teacher's selfconceptand selfesteem on a personal
 
as well as professionallevel(Byrnes,1992). Because ofthis possible threat,I believe
 
that the faculty's inputfrom the very beginning needs to be emphasized to achieve
 
success in approaching teachers with a new philosophy and way ofregarding
 
learners. Establishing the needs and wants on a personal as well as site base will
 
assist in individual support and willingness to participate and take risks in the
 
classrooms. Training and teacher inservices need to be available so that staff
 
members can become informed,thus enabling them to make their own professional
 
decisions. The state developed Its Elementary!fl992)and the English-Language
 
Arts Framework for California PublicSchools Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
 
(1987)were used as a basefrom which to Survey the staff. The survey results
 
presented areas in which the staff believed there were weaknessesin the established
 
program. There were also many areas in which the stafffelt very comfortable and
 
secure. The awareness ofstrengths and needed growth,however,did not equalthe
 
desire for growth or change. This turned out to be an important aspectfor the entire
 
project. Having theframework as an established basefor progression towards whple
 
language added more credibility to the venture. Traditional teachers did nothave to
 
completely leave their comfortzone and abandon their established methods without
 
a secure base on which to develop their new ideas, philosophies,and methods.
 
Theoretical foundations
 
Agoal ofwhole language language is to"keep language whole and involve
 
children using it functionally and purposefully to meettheir own needs"(Goodman,
 
1986,p,7). Whole language addresses the needs ofallchildren at whatever level
 
they come to the classroom. The whole language philosophy considers what children
 
bring with them as the basefor new learning. This concept was an especially vital
 
point,as manyofour students had limited experiences in their past and were having
 
difficulties succeeding in a basal,skills based curriculum. The awareness ofneed for
 
change was established by the staff,but it was strongly expressed that the change
 
must include training in this new method. SchoolImprovementPlan goals were
 
developed by a selected leadership team,and the progression towards whole
 
language began.
 
The district in which the teachers are working encourages whole language.
 
Yet,there are many perspectives ofwhatwhole language is and what it includes.
 
The district has adopted a literature-based reading program. It also has seta list of
 
25 proficiencies dealing with specific phonics rules,grammar rules,and math facts
 
that each child must pass by the end ofeach grade. Supporting whole language,yet
 
setting up the curriculum as it presently exists showsinconsistency in basic learning
 
philosophies. This district,as well as many districts across the country,is currently
 
facing this,difficult situation,as not all administratorsand board members are ready
 
to incorporate change at thesame time. The staffinvolved in this project did not
 
have a whole language training background to build upon. For this reason,it is
 
necessary to explain the two other basic models ofreading that the teachers based
 
their methods upon before establishing the wholelanguage philosophy which is the
 
base for this project.
 
The decoding model,which some ofthe teachers based their reading program
 
on,involves strict letter-sound relationships. The reader learns the sound ofeach
 
letter,stringsthese letters together toform a word,then attaches meaning to the
 
word. Decoding teachers are concerned with the child's ability to convertspoken
 
language to written language. The meaning ofthe text is straightfrom the page the
 
child reads. Due to the needed accuracy in which the letter-sound method stresses,
 
any deviationsfrom the printed words are errors. Yet,asSmith(1985)states,"The
 
system of"phonics"is both cumbersome and unreliable,and only rarely produces an
 
accurate pronunciation for a word not recognized on sight"(p.71). This modelof
 
reading instruction needs a controlled vocabulary text so that new sounds and words
 
being studied can be emphasized. Words that do not fit the pre-learned patterns are
 
considered "sight words"and are taught as such. Instruction using the decoding
 
modelinvolves the use offlash cards,work books,drills,and,as mentioned before,
 
controlled vocabulary text. Teachers who use the decoding method realize that
 
syntax and meaning are part ofthe reading process,but believe that they are not
 
primary factors for the beginning reader to be concerned with. Meaning and context
 
clues will become useful after the child has learnedsound-symbol relations and puts
 
them together toform words. Language is learned by starting at the smallest unit
 
and building to the largest unit.
 
Asecond modelofreading instruction used by teachers in this Study is the
 
skills model. The main emphasis in the skills model is the word as a whole. The
 
process ofreading is broken down into three parts,or sets ofskills. Vocabulary,
 
grammar,and comprehension all play important rbles in the skills modelofreading.
 
Thus,a reader mustknow and use all three ofthese skills in order to read. The skills
 
to be learned are arranged into hierarchies by text developers and publishers. A
 
major problem arises when using the skills model because"Classrooms heavily
 
slanted toward performance on tests and exams,and with heavy emphasis on
 
"academics"often have an agenda understood only by the teacher and afew top
 
performers"(Watson,Burke,and Harste,1989,p.35). Instruction using the skills
 
modelinvolves the use ofbasals or literature-based basals,workbooks and
 
worksheets. This modelofinstruction takes the decoding method a step further.
 
Decoding is applied in the vocabulary skills, but the emphasis is on the whole word.
 
Meaning occurs once the string ofre'cognized words is put together in a sentence.
 
Due to the needed accuracy ofidentifying each word separately,any deviations in
 
reading are considered errors. Smith(1985)states,"This"breaking down reading"
 
makeslearning to read more difficult because it makes nonsense outofwhatshould
 
be sense"(p.6). Thus,in the skills method ofinstruction,reading becomesa series of
 
skills the child must master. The meaning ofwhatthe child readscomesfrom
 
stringing the words together.
 
The final modelofreading instruction,and the one that this project is based
 
upon,is the whole language model. "It hasa strong theory oflearning,a theory of
 
language,a basic view ofteaching and the role ofteachers,and a language-centered
 
view ofcurriculum"(Goodman,1986,p.26). In whole language,the child is thefocus
 
for the curriculum. The learning environment is centered around the reading and
 
writing program. Tlie diversity ofeach student's linguistic experiences is
 
acknowledged and built upon through this holistic approach. Like the decoding and
 
skills model,the whole language model uses the three systems oflanguage(writing,
 
speaking,and listening)to achieve reading. The strength ofwhole language,
 
Cambourne and Turbill(1991)emphasize,is that these three systems are not
 
artificially separated,but are used simultaneously. Noone system is developed
 
without the others. Reading is alwaysfocused on the reader's comprehension. The
 
materials being read are relevant to the reader's experience,so they are often built
 
on the orallanguage base already established by the reader. Reading becomesa
 
process of communication, nota set ofskills broken apart and put together to make
 
sense. Whole language,like the skills and decoding model, uses three cuing systems
 
(graphic,syntactic,and semantic). Butin whole language,the three systems are used
 
to predict,confirm,and then integrate the meaning ofthe text. When using the
 
whole language model,reading is not a perfectible process. Deviationsfrom the text
 
are considered miscues only ifthe meaning has been changed. Since reading is
 
comprehending,and comprehension is based on the reader's background
 
experiences,there will be variations between whatthe reader understands and what
 
the author wrote. Natural,familiar language is used and vocabulary is not controlled
 
in the whole language model. Instruction using whole language involves,among
 
many other strategies,the use of predictable books,literature,group reading,
 
composing,journal writing,natural writing the child's personal needs create,and
 
sustained silent reading periods.
 
In whole language,there is no set curriculum. Thus,there is noone specific
 
way in which to become a whole language facilitator. This project examines the
 
progress ofa group ofthird grade teachers who have skills based and decoding based
 
teacher training. The process ofintroducing them to whole language,the initial steps
 
and reactions toward their changing roles from teachers to facilitators,and examples
 
ofclassroom environment changes will be described. This project will aid other
 
teachers and administrators who want their staffto move toward whole language. It
 
will also help other innovation leadersin becoming aware of, preparing for,and
 
lessening the stress that often accompanies change for many people.
 
LITERATUREREVIEW
 
"...those who cannot change their minds cannotchange anything."
 
George Bernard Shaw
 
In reviewing the literature that involves transition from a traditional teaching
 
method toward wholelanguage,it is valuable toform a briefview ofAmerican
 
schools today. Reform and change are nothing new to education. Change,as
 
defined through the literature reviewed,is perceived as a process and notan event.
 
Therefore, motives and barriers thatimpede change,teachers as learners,and
 
procedures for preparing staffs for change will be researched in this literature review.
 
Since the project which accompanies this review deals with the progression toward a
 
whole language philosophy ofteaching,the essentials ofwhole language,stages in
 
becoming a whole language teacher,roles ofthe teacher and student,environmental
 
changes,and the vital role collaboration plays in implementing whole language are
 
reviewed.
 
American education
 
The situation American society finds itselfin today can be rather frustrating
 
when looking at the advancement ofeducation. Carlisle(1993)reports thaton
 
standardized tests,American studentsscore at or near the bottom when compared to
 
international students. American businesses are spendingimmense amounts of
 
funds yearlyfor remedial training to create competentemployees. Asof 1993, 25
 
million American adults were functionally illiterate and 25 million more needed to
 
update their skills and knowledge. With these figures to reflect upon,one naturally
 
wonders whatis happening in the education system today. Ten years ago the
 
emphasis education policymakers stressed was to"crack down"onstudents and
 
teachers(Olson,1993). It was believed that the best plan for schools was to do more
 
ofwhatthey were already doing. The key to success involved more homework,
 
,longer school days,more difficult grading,more tests and better textbooks. The
 
problem compounded when this method did not work. American students continued
 
to scorelow on international comparisons and,worse than the score results,students
 
had become bored and turned offto school. Olson(1993)continued to explain how
 
"much ofwhat passesfor education in schools violates what both research and
 
common sense tell us about how people learn best"(Olson,1993,p.28). Traditional
 
education groups students by age,focuses learning by listening,and stresses
 
competition over cooperation. Yet,people are social by nature. They naturally work
 
better when involved in situations that require collaboration. The classroom thus did
 
not match or prepare students for the society they were going to enter. Change in
 
theform ofnew methods ofteaching,as well as student responsibility for learning,
 
were created. The key word that complicates the situation is"change".
 
Byrnes(1992)stresses the point that change is a process and not an event.
 
Change is based on past experiences. It is necessary to acknowledge these
 
experiences to truly accomplish any change. Viewing change as an active component
 
in learning is also an essential element. "In the past5 years,our profession has
 
undergone more change than in the past50years"(Balistreri, 1987,p.3). He
 
continues to explain how change can come aboutin basically one oftwo ways.
 
Change can occur when people agree philosophically with the change or change can
 
occur purely through coercion.
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Change - why resist?
 
Byrnes(1992)defines resistance as"a refusal to consider new ideas,
 
methodologies,or approaches presented in the learning situation"(p.4). People
 
tend to be creatures ofhabit. Yet,"resistance implies behavior that is willful.
 
However,much so-called resistance to change is not premeditated or engaged in
 
consciously"(Poole,1991,p. 11). New ideas,beliefs that conflict with personal
 
philosophies,or changes to traditional behaviors and routines can cause distress.
 
Rowland(1993)states that most individuals view change assomething that threatens
 
their stability,is risky, uncertain,and overall provides danger to their comfort and
 
security. Resistance often occurs when a"learner has to re-appraise his/her existing
 
knowledge or opinions"(Byrnes,p.4). In thesame sense,no resistance can be an
 
even greater disguise for the fear felt by the learner. Jeschke(1990)believes that
 
resistance is a natural reaction to change and should not be viewed as a negative
 
element. Byrnes also views resistance as a powerfulforce. "Resistance is a wayfor
 
both trainers and trainees to measure the degree ofsignificance ofthe issues or ideas
 
being presented"(Byrnes,p.4). In general,the greater the resistance,the larger the
 
degree ofchange trying to be accomplished. Rowland expands on this view by
 
explaining that a healthy way to view,change is to see it as a natural necessity for
 
success. Change gives individuals the opportunity to celebrate the past while creating
 
the future. "Personality and psychological characteristics are related to whether or
 
notinnovations are adopted and continued"(Poole,p.4). The goal ofchange is
 
usually to make yesterday's innovative idea become today's status quo(Jeschke). To
 
accomplish this,the leaders trying toimplement a new philosophy,method,or idea
 
find it beneficial to look at the motives behind the change as well as the barriers they
 
mayface.
 
Motives behind change
 
The key to successful implementation ofany change is teacher commitment
 
(Eiseman,1990). Teachers want to be aware ofwhatis being changed,and more
 
importantly,why it is being changed. "Perception causes resistance in the sense that
 
a person may not perceive that there is a problem or may not agree with the change
 
agent's view ofits nature,causes,or solutions"(Poole,1991,p.2). Motivation for
 
change can comefrom fear orfrom aspiration. Yet,when teachers realize and
 
accept,like Balistreri(1987),that their professional lives will continually changejust
 
like their personal lives do,the resistance is lessened. Margolis(1991)reports that
 
"resistance is less likely when the teachers view proposed changes as making their
 
lives more meaningful and productive"(p.4). Portman(1993)stresses the
 
importance ofajoint consensus amongst the staffin desiring to improve the
 
program. Political intentions(state,taxpayers,and school board)have to also be
 
supportive ofthe proposed change. The new idea willface less resistance if it is in
 
compliance with the established system. Ifthese three factors that Portman
 
discussed are in place,initial resistance can dissolve away into productive growth.
 
Balistreri(1987)expanded on these ideas with a list ofconcerns that teachers
 
believed were required for effective change to occur. Mostimportant to the group of
 
teachers that he surveyed was the fact that the proposed change must be in the
 
students'best interest. Teachers also appreciated the opportunity to review
 
literature which supported the proposed change. Ifthe change was accepted,
 
assurance thatfinances would be available to implementthe innovation was a
 
concern to most ofthe teachers surveyed. Supportive parents,administrators,and
 
school board members were listed as essential to growth. And,for many,most
 
important on their list ofconcerns was the availability oftraining sessions and
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resource personnel. The teachers believed that ifthese motivating factors were
 
enacted,the course ofchange could be clearly directed.
 
Rowland(1993)explains how change can prepare,repair,or create. Change
 
is a reactive process. Those trying to implement the change lookjointly with their
 
staff to view where they are at and where they wantto be. This would be a type of
 
repairing change. Many times a staff believes they are on agood course and simply
 
need some minor adjustments along the way to keep thefocus clearly on the goal. A
 
type ofpreparing or planning change occurs as the group predicts where they are
 
headed,where that lies in comparison to theirjointly set goal,and then make
 
changes to redirect clearly to the goal. The last type ofchange that Rowland
 
discusses is creative change. This occurs when the group attempts to"leap outfrom
 
what exists and create alternative futures"(Rowland,1993,p.30). This is not done
 
by reflection or prediction,butfrom imagination. A key note that Rowland points
 
out is that all three ofthese types ofchange can be carried out apartfrom the actual
 
action ofchanging. This enables the advocates ofchange to view the group's overall
 
receptiveness to change. All ofthese factors can be motives and positive forces
 
supporting change. Yet,realistically, barriers to change will and do occur. In order
 
for change to be institutionalized and not merely a passing phase,these barriers to
 
change in education are further reviewed.
 
Barriers to change
 
World Book Dictionarv(1990)defines barrier as"something stopping
 
progress"(p.166). Poole(1991)stressed that"the individual does not present the
 
only obstacle to innovation"(p.2). Portman(1993)had individuals rank their top
 
twenty-eight barriers that they believed moststrongly hindered or dissolved change.
 
Rated as the main reason individuals did not acceptchange was that the planningfor
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the innovation had been done by a small number ofindividuals. Along with thefew
 
who planned and were trying to implement the change,often times it wasan outsider
 
who helped design the proposition. Thesecond largest barrier to change,according
 
to Portman's study,was that often the change was dissonant with the staffs current
 
established knowledge base. "People have made significant financial and social
 
psychological investments in existing programs and therefore it is difficultfor them
 
to let go ofthe status quo"(Poole,1991,p.2). Cynicism due to previous change
 
efforts conducted in similar manners also created a strong barrierforimplementing
 
new ideas. Margolis(1991)stressed the importance ofidentifying organizational
 
sources ofresistance as well as individual reasons. The individual teacher could not
 
be to blame for an unsuccessfulimplementation ofchange when the change being
 
desired required unwilling board members or administrators to give upsome oftheir
 
power. Galdwelland Gould(1992)believe this is a strong barrier to many currently
 
proposed changes,and one that change implementors are prudentto view with deep
 
concern. Developing strategies to relieve the fears or anxieties ofthese people in
 
power,since they are importantfactors to the effectiveness ofthe proposed change,
 
has become an essential part ofthe innovation planning period.
 
Rowland(1993)agreed with Jeschke(1990)as to the importance ofgroup
 
involvement in the proposed change. "Individuals have no shared vision ofwhat the
 
change will accomplish"(Jeschke,p.6). When this occurred,the change quickly,
 
began to appear complex,the teachers believed they would notsucceed,and soon
 
they believed they would loose control oftheir class. The people also lost any trust
 
they had in the group who were trying to implement the change. Eisner(1992)
 
agreed with Jeschke and Rowland on the effect distance between the reform
 
proposers and the teachers could have on successful change. He continued to dive
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deeper into the recurrenttheme ofreform in American education. When he
 
attempted toimplementchange to help a traditional school to a whole language
 
philosophy,hefound that it was much easier to change an education policy than to
 
change the wayschoolsfunction. The social stability ofthe school wastoo
 
established. The role ofthe teacher had been internalized since individuals werefive
 
or six years old. Thus,sending new ideas into an old system did not work.
 
Society as a whole has an attachment to the familiar pedagogical routine. The
 
content being taughtand the method ofteaching has been mastered and is secure.
 
The past education of mostindividuals has established clear,rigid;and endufing
 
standards for the behavior,and especially roles,ofstudents as well as teachers.
 
Conservative expectationsfor tlie function ofschools is well established. Ifthere is
 
any challenge to tradition,(as the past always tends to have a rosy glow)the
 
implementors ofchange can expect to encounter difficulties. Goodman,Smith,
 
Meridith,and Goodman(1987)state that"schools in the United States have a
 
tradition oflocal political control. That's one reason for the slow spread of
 
innovative ideas in American schools. It also,however,explains the resilience of
 
some schoolreform movementsin theface ofpublic criticism"(p.386). To
 
compound how society views changing the established school system,Eisner(1992)
 
explains the difficulties that teachersface in incorporating change. The isolation
 
factor ofnever seeing peers in the role ofteacherfostersignorance. It is difficult to
 
change if you have never viewed how another peer teaches or had the time and input
 
to reflect upon how you teach yourself. Inservices that accompany new innovations
 
tend to be too general. The presenters also do notknow the teachers,their
 
particular traits,or their situations. Direct observations on the implementation and
 
growth ofthe new concepts is rarely done,so the teachers rarely have direct
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feedback as to how they are achieving the desired growth. This brings aboutthe
 
crucial role ofthe teacher as alearner. Asa traditional view ofteachers usually
 
places them on the opposite side oflearning,they,as a unique group,deserve
 
specific attention in their role as successful change implementors.
 
Teachers aslearners
 
Change often comes about to teachers through coercion. Often there is not a
 
genuine desire to change on the part ofeach individual,so naturally there is less than
 
full enthusiasm for the new idea(Balistreri, 1987). Butchange does not have to be
 
presented to teachers dictated from the top down. Kagan(1991)stresses the goal to
 
begin the educationalchange at the teacher training programs and work downfrom
 
there. Teachers have a variety ofreasonsfor resisting change. Byrnes(1992)
 
explains this resistance occurs because of"well established ideas about methods and
 
learning styles,about planning and organisation,and about directionsfor learning"
 
(p.4). This covers the basic professional side ofteacher's unwillingness to change.
 
Balistreri goes into detail on the emotional side effects ofchange. His research
 
includes manycommentsone could hear in almostany stafflounge in America. His
 
list ofreasons compiled from teachers includes: its always been done this way;
 
neighboring schools do it this way;there are nofundsto implementa change;there is
 
no administrative support;I tried something like this before and it didn't work;the
 
school board won't like it; it simply can't be done;I don't know how;I'm use to it this
 
way;what will we change to;the faculty is notsupportive;Ilike it the way it is now;
 
I'm not trained;and I'm too close to retirement. When viewing these comments,
 
they truly are not reasons,but mere excuses. The excuses are valuable so that the
 
implementors for change can accuratelyjudge exactly where their group is coming
 
from asfar as the degree ofresistance and the personal as well as professional
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reasons they give for avoiiding change, Jesehke(1990)also warns change
 
implementors ofthe immediate resistance that arises ifthe new way creates more
 
work than the old way. Asstated previously in this review,resistance is not all bad.
 
Margolis(1991)explains how by challenging change,it can actually help toimprove
 
change for their specific needs. Clearer goals can be established and all membersof
 
the staffcan benefit. It appears frorri the research that the key to teacher
 
commitment to a new idea or method is to allow them to have infltience in the
 
changefrom the very beginning. Margolis adds that the reputation ofthose
 
proposing the change has a great influence On the success rate,too. Successful
 
transitions also depend on"the clarity ofthe school's goals and the degree to which
 
the teachers embrace the goals"(Margolis,p.4). The professional side ofbeing a
 
teacher is often overwhelmed by the personalaspects ofbeing a teacher. Byrnes
 
details five irnportant aspects to how teachers view changefrom the personal
 
affective side at their school site. First of all is the teacher's reaction to subject
 
matter being changed. Ifthe teacher believes that their knowledge ofthe subject has
 
been mastered and then becomes threatened in this area,these new ideas are often
 
very difficult to be tolerated let alone accepted. Teachers also fear thatthey willbe
 
deprived ofknowing whatis happening and why. Ifanew learning methodology is
 
being introduced,the initial resistance to even listening to the program may occur.
 
The trainer or change implementor has a great effecton how well the change is
 
received. According to Byrnes,teachers tend to strongly resist status change in a
 
colleague. This personaland professional doubt leads to a slow start in most
 
innovations. Byrnes cohtinueson to state that a way out ofmany ofthese personal
 
doubts is to continually change the rolesofteacher and learner throughout the
 
implemented change course. Teachers take over the trainer's role and thus keep
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their professional selfjudgement and selfconcept. Once again,Olson(1993)stresses
 
the fact that change cannot beimposedfrom the outside. True change arisesfrom
 
the staff within and is accomplished classroom by classroom,school by school,and
 
not district mandated down. Another dilemma arises when teachers desire to help
 
shape andfocus the change and thus empower themselves within their professional
 
growth. Along with this empowermentcomes authority and responsibility.
 
Unfortunately,this is often where teachers are not willing to committhemselves.
 
This review has thus established a view ofhow teachers apprbach change. The key to
 
successful change lies in the preparation,planning,and implementation ofthe
 
proposed change,keeping alwaysin mind the audience that is being asked to change.
 
Planning effective change
 
Education reform has often been said,throughoutthe years,to be a
 
pendulum swingingfrom side to side. "Pendulums are objects that move without
 
going anyplace"(Eisner,1992,p.612). In order to dismountfrom this pendulum,
 
change has to comefrom the true beliefofeach member that this new idea is
 
beneficial to the students as wellas the teacher; Eiseman(1992)details the
 
importance ofestablishing decision makers and opinion leaders. He begins by
 
having the group involved in the possible change state a visionary plan in clear
 
language which is understandable to all. Then a list is established of people whose
 
decisions will or could influence the abilityfor the change to besuccessfully
 
implemented. These people also are clearlyidentified as to the power they have in
 
opposing or supporting the innovation as well as their officialrole in the situation.
 
Other essential roles that are identified include personnel whose commitments are
 
necessary,parents,and anyother organization or group ofpeople that have
 
influence at the schoolsite. Once it has been established as to individual roles in the
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proposed change,the implementorslook at the skills required to succeed,the
 
training involved,the percent oftime required to maintain and apply the innovation,
 
and the materials and equipment necessary to successfully implementthe desired
 
Once this clear picture has been established by the group as a whole,Jeschke
 
(1990)stresses the need for looking at each individual. People enjoy seeing how they
 
will fit into the proposed change. By doing this, participation is insured. Individuals
 
also are reassured that they will continue to keep basic control oftheir environment,
 
as well as having the knowledge that their concerns can quickly be responded to. The
 
proposed change is more manageable ifbroken up into steps,having the information
 
being shared and presented in small items. Demonstration ofcommitmentfrom all
 
levels is an obvious encouragementfor all. To insure success,individuals need to
 
possess ownership ofthe project. It is necessary for individuals to havefreedom in
 
designing and implementing the program. Decision making,choices,and options are
 
presented and allowed by each member. Responsibilities are spread amongst the
 
group to develop further ownership. Throughout this process,administrative
 
support and interest is maintained,a stable funding source is established,and staff
 
developmentfor new as well as old personnel is scheduled on a regular basis. By
 
insuring the selfworth,personal fulfillment,and career or personal professional
 
advancement,Balistreri(1987)believes enthusiastic change can occur. Johnson
 
(1992)adds theimportance ofshowcasing what has been learned so that other
 
groups,as well as the one participating in the change,can witness successful
 
advancement.
 
Margolis(1991)approaches changefrom the administrative background.
 
This also happens to be the way mostchange is attempted in schools today. He
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believes success willcome ifthe"administrators understand why teachers oppose
 
change. Only then can proper adjustments to resistance be made"(p.2). He is also
 
quick to add that solutions should not beimposed upon the group. There are many
 
ways to achieve a goal,and the goal will unify and energize the group trying to
 
achieve it. Concentration on beliefs and perceptions ofthe proposed change is
 
encouraged. Emphasis is on the process and open systems thinking rather than the
 
product. A give and take relationship is established to develop the trust and respect
 
needed for positive change in attitude or philosophy. Margolis continues on to say
 
that the group'sfocus is on immediate,important,and troublesome ideas. Mistakes
 
are viewed as an essential part ofcreativity. Teachers require reassurance in the
 
knowledge that no punishment,such as reprimands or dismissal ofsupportfunding,
 
will occur as new and better ideas are created. Thus,successful implementation of
 
an innovation can occur when teachers are allowed to fit their needs and ways of
 
doing things to the proposed change as well as maintaining the right to make their
 
own professional decisions for their classrooms.
 
Added to the planning and preparation for change,Caldwelland Gould
 
(1992)focus on the leadership strategies and selfassessment. They believe that it is
 
essential for leaders in change to comefrom all levels ofthe program,notjust the
 
top. Leaders individually assess their style ofpresenting as well as how they are
 
perceived by their peers. These leaders then challenge the process,inspire a shared
 
vision,become theforce enabling others to act,modelthe way,and encourage each
 
individual to explore their inner beliefs. Developing trust is an essential element,and
 
trust usually occurs only after a great deal oftime. Communication is continually
 
open to develop an effective team and a clear structure for change. Shepperson and
 
Nistler's(1992)emphasison the time elementcannotbe understated. The main
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concerns ofpeople undergoing change are for themselves,the task,and the overall
 
impact the proposed change will make. Their experience after spending one year in
 
implementing a new methodology wasthat,as time wenton,selfconcerns diminished
 
while task concerns increased. The trustfactor had been established,and then real
 
change could begin. Shepperson and Nistler continue tostate that"change is best
 
understood as it directly affects classroom practice,students,and preparation time"
 
(p.63). Change is a process,not an event. It is a highly personal experience,as it
 
involves developmental growth on the pah ofeach individual. Change in an
 
individual's attitudes and behavior takes time to occur. Often the change is very
 
slow,even ifthe change is desired. Establishing a Community oflearners to develop
 
ajoint knowledge base,shareand plan with peerSjand express ideas,experiences,
 
and encouragementtoward one another are essential elements to achieving the
 
desired change. Through allowing indiyiduals timeto reflect on their own methods,
 
they can build confidence about their own philosophy and instructional practice.
 
Project proposed change
 
The literature reviewed thus far has dealt with how individuals perceive
 
change,and how best to achieve change so that it becomes institutionalized and not
 
just another swing ofthe pendulum. The project accompanying this literature review
 
focuses on changingfrom a traditionalteaching background to a whole language
 
philosophy. Johnson(1992)sums up the difference in these two methods as the old
 
paradigm is teaching,the new paradigm is learning. The basal approach,with a
 
decoding emphasis,claims to guarantee sequential skill mastery. Whole language
 
integrates all ofthe componerits Oflanguage and thusimproves the process of
 
comprehending. Yet,as of1986,90% ofAmerican teachers were using primarily
 
basals as their method for reading instruction(Dewalt,Rhyne-Winkler,and Rubel,
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1993). Gersten and Dimino(1993)eloquently describe the"emotionally flat,
 
routinized instruction"that basal methods achieve(p.7). They continue on to
 
explain how manyteachers have established set routines for getting through
 
worksheets and drills. Comprehending,which is the main purposefor reading,
 
becomes a rushed session with little probing,feedback,or time to allow students to
 
describe how theyfeel aboutthe story. Gersten and Dimino also observe that the
 
lower the reading group's ability is,the less time the process ofcomprehending is
 
focused upon. When teaching with a wholelanguage philosophy, there is no ability
 
grouping. Allstudents discuss what their individual stories mean to them,as this is
 
the essence upon which they build their learning. A whole language teacher,as
 
Gersten and Dimino note,develops a richer,more dynamic view ofchildren as active
 
learners. Students have more voice in what they read and write. The work thus
 
becomes more cognitively demanding. More time is also spenton literature and
 
writing tasks in a whole language classroom than in traditional basal programs
 
(Gersten and Dimino). Asfor the success rate ofwhole language programs,Dewalt,
 
Rhyne-Winkler,and Rubel discuss a 1990study by Langer which involved 13,000
 
students in gradesfour,eight,and twelve. Langerfound that reading comprehension
 
increased between gradesfour through eight,but decreased between grades eight
 
through twelve. The main emphasis in the reading program was phonics,basals
 
being primarily used in fourth grade. Little reading was done atschool or assigned as
 
homework. Reasoning activities were not emphasized in class. Students'interest in
 
books decreased as they progressed in school. This all occurred in a traditional basal
 
method research program(Dewalt,Rhyne-Winkler,and Rubel p.95). These
 
researchers also reviewed another research project by Miller and McKenna(1989)
 
which compared decoding as well as comprehension skills between eight first grade
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classrooms. Each classroom contained thirty-three students. Four ofthe classes
 
continued on with their basal method ofinstruction in reading while the otherfour
 
classrooms used whole language strategies in reading instruction. Atthe completion
 
ofthe study,there was no difference in the two groups on their decoding test scores.
 
Both methods achieved equalsuccess. Where the significant increase in scores
 
occurred wason the comprehension portion ofthe assessment. The whole language
 
instructed groups all scored significantly higher than the basalinstructed groups.
 
Dewalt,Rhyne-Winkler,and Rubel(1993)also reviewed Kramer's(1969)
 
research into student attitude toward reading. Astheyfound from Langer's research,
 
the traditional basal method developed students who enjoyed reading less and less
 
each progressive year. In Kramer's research,he had teachers in gradesfour,five,
 
and six replace bhsalsfor 1-2weeks with novels. Attheend ofthe year,the students
 
rated the stories they had read. Only 12%rated the basal stories as excellent where
 
60% rated novels as excellent. More powerful yet is the fact that56% ofthe students
 
rated the basalstories as poor,as compared to 11% rating the novels as poor. When
 
Ejramer looked at the details in comparing the novels to the basal stories,98% ofthe
 
studentsfound novelsmore interesting,81% believed the novels aroused better
 
discussion,79% believed that the novels promoted more silent reading,and 72%
 
believed the use ofnovels resulted in their learning more nCw words. With statistics
 
such as these,it is hard to dispute the effectiveness that whole language can have on
 
the growth and attitude children have toward reading. Once teachers have accepted
 
the desire for change,they must also become knowledgeablein the necessary
 
elements ofa whole language program. This will aid any type ofchange towards the
 
philosophy and method ofwhole language teaching.
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Introduction to whole language
 
It isimportantto realize that wholelanguage is more an attitude and a
 
process than a method. The underlyingforce that binds wholelanguage beliefs is
 
that the teacher cannotgive knowledge to students. The students construct
 
knowledge for themselves. Reid(1993)describes wholelanguage teaching as the
 
"process ofengaging learners in meaningful,interesting,and productive activities"(p.
 
15). A main obstacle that manytraditional teachers struggle with is the beliefthat
 
whole language does notteach phonics. Routeman(1991)explains that whole
 
language does teach phonics,just never in isolation as do traditional basal methods.
 
The phonics is always integrated. Reid continues oh to explain that:
 
Phonemic awareness,for example,normally develops Spontaneouslyfrom
 
language play,especially rhyming,and other language games. When
 
children do not achieve this level ofawareness spontaneously,there is
 
nothing in whole language instruction to prevent teachers or Other
 
children from providinglearning experiences specifically to lead to its
 
acquisition,(p.15)
 
This is done contextually with the use ofhigh repetition and predictable books. The
 
letter and sound is focused upon in real text and words and stories as opposed to
 
isolation. Reid noted that unfortunatelysome teachers who have not had the
 
necessary background in the whole language philosophy and strategies have reduced
 
whole language to"discovery learning." Earlier in the literature review the necessity
 
for training Staff members as they begin toimplementchange wasa majorfocus.
 
This is especially essential for the wholelanguage transition.
 
Stages to becoming a whole language teacher
 
As there is no set methodology,curriculum,or specific rules that must be
 
followed to set up a wholelanguage classroom,there is no one wayin becoming a
 
whole language teacher. Shepperson and Nistler(1992)discovered that teachers at
 
their school wanted to know what wholelanguage wasand how it was similar or
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different to whatthey already do. Theyspent one year simply exploring and
 
developing the philosophy behind wholelanguage and howto view the child as a
 
learner. Though the staffshowed great eagerness that first year to learn strategies
 
that they could begin using in their classrooms,Shepperson and Nistler realized that
 
without the basic understanding and common background knowledge developed and
 
questioned together asa staff,true change and transition to wholelanguage would
 
not occur. Shepperson and Nistler also explain that to become a wholelanguage
 
teacher,one needs to understahd how interactive,child-centered philosophies can be
 
implemented into practice. Initially the stafffelt overwhelmed and threatened. Yet,
 
once the teachers realized they still had the ultimate control oftheir classroom and
 
developed trust with the change implementors,they were much more willing to learn
 
and take risks.
 
"Integrating the wholelanguage philosophy in the regular classroom can seem
 
overwhelming at first- and perhaps even impossible"(Yeager,1991,p.2). Before
 
attempting to implementwhole language strategies,Yeager believes that teachers
 
need to get to know their students. Selection of materials,subject matter,and
 
teaching strategies will then meet the students'needs. The teachers must also be
 
very familiar with literature that is appropriate for their particular students. School
 
librarians, district resource centers,and children's bookstores can often become
 
yaluable allies to the teacher in developing this knowledge. Along with helpfrom
 
these professionals,existing wholelanguage teacher groups in the area can be a
 
valuable source ofinformation asthe membersshare together at meetings. The
 
teachers also try to connect literature to the already existing curriculum as well as
 
have a thorough knowledge ofthe district and state language arts programs and
 
guidelines. The California DepartmentofEducation recommendsin the book Ifs
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Elementary!(1992)thatteachers should begin their transition by rnastering a single
 
suljject area. Froiih there,teachers begin to reduce the amountoftime spenton skill-

based activities,choose depth over coverage in teaching a subject,and schedule class
 
work in longer blocks oftime.
 
ofthe teacher is to modelreading and writing. Yeager
 
(1991)cohtinties On to explain that the teachers who view themselves as readers and
 
writers,keep ajournaloftheir growth,and share these ideas with their class have
 
given their students a strong modelfor being alearner.
 
Routeman(1991)believes that the key to successfully becoming a whole
 
language teacher is to learn to believe in yourself. This is often difficult to do since
 
many teachers have had years ofpre-conditioning on how plans and answers could
 
be easilyfound in textbooks. Many teachers have grown to be convinced that
 
textbooks and publishers know more about their students and what these students
 
need to learn than the actual classroom teacher knows. Routeman stresses that the
 
answers to becominga whole language teacher:are notin books. The expertscan
 
give advice,strategies,and ideas,but it is up to each teacher to carefully select and
 
choose whatis rightfor their particular students as well as their own style ofteaching.
 
A teacher can reflect upon past experiences and learn to trust on intuition.
 
Interacting with students,colleagues,professionaljournals,texts,and courses all aide
 
in this development. Goodman(1986)suggests a possible sequencefor teachers to
 
follow. First,teachers assess their current program. Next,teachers consider what
 
they are already doing that is consistent,as well as inconsistent,with the whole
 
language philosophy. Finally,the teachers are ready to take the first steps toward
 
whole language. Routeman stresses"that the transition to whole language is at least
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a five-to ten-year process"(p.22). These are encouraging wordsfor teachers
 
transitioning to whole language.
 
One ofthe most difficult behaviors to change,when transitioning to whole
 
language,is that oflearning to give up control. Many teachers have always directed a
 
classroom where they are the dominantfigure and students need to always raise their
 
handsfor permission to talk. Becoming a co-learner in a cooperative learning
 
environment can be a big adjustment. Routeman(1991)wrote that mostteachers go
 
through five stages. The first involvestotal lack ofconfidence in the ability to
 
become a whole language teacher. From there,mahy people mOveinto a phase
 
where they believe that they may be able tp transition to whole language if they
 
research more about it. The nextstage finds teachers following exactlyas the experts
 
advise. From there the teacher begins to adapt what the experts advise to their own
 
students'needs. Finally,many teachersreachthe stage where they trust themselves
 
"asan observer-teacher-learner-evaluator"(Routeman,1991,p.27). This final goal
 
takes time to achieve,but is the ultimate goalofbecominga whole language teacher.
 
Role ofteacher and student in whole language
 
"Being a whole langhage teacher raises thelevelofprofessional authority and
 
responsibility. Itmeans accepting the responsibility ofstaying informed,of
 
developing asound base for classroom planning,practices,and decision making"
 
(Goodman,1986,p.67). The initialchangefrom traditional teaching methods to
 
whole language has to comefrom the teacher. Traditional classrooms often find the
 
teacher worrying aboutcontrol and power andlimiting the children's opportunities to
 
talk,thus enabling theteacherto keep control and power. In the traditional
 
classroom teachers talk far more than the students. Smith(1985)states that"a good
 
deal that is done atschool-and also sometimes bywell-meaning adults out ofschool
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- hasthe consequence ofmaking learning to read more difficult"(p.129). They tell
 
the students whattolearn instead ofleading them to learn. In a traditional
 
classroom,"children talk only in response to a bid from the teacher"(Hansen and
 
Graves,1986,p.808). In comparison,the responsibility to learn in a whole language
 
classroom rests upon the students. Children investigate,research,and explore
 
various topics. They teach others as well as learning themselves,and thus learning is
 
expanded. The teacher acts as a facilitator,not alecturer,to encourage and nurture
 
the growth ofeach student. Hansen and Graves believe when the students have the
 
opportunity to view their teacher as a learner,it greatly affects the nature and quality
 
oflearning in the classroom. When the students have the opportunity to choose what
 
they want to write about and what they want to read,they are naturally more
 
interested in their work. When they care aboutthe content,their talk is on task,also.
 
The teacher maintains contact with the students through individual,small group,and
 
whole class conferences on their reading and writing. Shepperson and Nistler(1992)
 
havefound that the planning time required for whole language teachers is cutin half,
 
thus allowing the creative teacher time to develop thematic centers,activities,and
 
strategies to help children increase in their own needed way. Olson(1993)summed
 
up the role ofthe teacher as shifting"from expert to coach"(p.31). Along with the
 
changing roles ofteacher and student,the classroom environment also needs to take
 
on changes.
 
No one physical structure or classroom arrangementcan guarantee a
 
successful whole language classroom. Yeager(1991)expands on this idea in stating
 
that mostwhole language classrooms contain areas for conferencing,a class library,
 
publishing center,author's area,reading area,and writing center. The activities and
 
noise levels for each center or area are well established before students are given the
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responsibility to work in them. Olson builds upon this new environmentto explain
 
whatone mightsee when entering a whole language classroom. The students are
 
active learners who have responsibility for their learning. The activities the students
 
are doing are rich,stimulating,and in context with real situations. Students apply
 
their newly acquired knowledge and notsimply regurgitate it. The classroorn day is
 
set up in longer blocks oftime than in a traditionalclassroom. Projects that students
 
work on often cut across the curriculum. In short,a visitor witnesses a community of
 
learners. This grand accomplishment is rarely done without collaboration amongst
 
other Staff professionals to encourage and help develop growth.This much needed
 
element is often overlooked in helping a group on their transition toward whole
 
language.
 
Professional collaboration
 
In order to fully institutionalize any change and not have it quickly become a
 
passing phase,collaboration amongst educators is a necessity. This collaboration
 
needs to happen at the school site,but also needsto begin at the level ofteacher
 
training programs. These programs have been "essentially the samefor the past fifty
 
years in spite ofnumerousreform and innovation efforts"(Portman,1993,p. 14).
 
Reid(1993)explains that most teacher training programs teach how to do teaching
 
rather than how to make decisions about teaching. Portman agrees with Reid and
 
strongly believes that ifwe fix how teachers are trained,we will improve their
 
effectiveness in schools. This would also save schoolsites immense amounts offunds
 
in retraining the teachers. Thus,an essential beginning to the success ofwhole
 
language is the universities'willingness to collaborate continually with nearby schools
 
to learn what is desired for their future teachers.
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When looking atschool sites,Olson(1993)quotes Deborah Meier,founder of
 
CentralPark EastSecondary Schoolin New York City,tosum up a goalfor all
 
educators. "Schools mustcreate a passion for learning,not only among children but
 
also among their teachers"(p.31). Thefocus ofcollaboration need notbe blinded by
 
the whole language versus phonics debate. Thefocus instead can be on effective
 
teacher training and waysin which teachers can guide,encourage,and challenge
 
students to becoming active,interested learners.By meeting on a weekly basis,
 
Shepperson and Nistler(1992)found that teachers began establishing the needed
 
common knowledge base. Though teachers were at different levels in their growth,
 
they all werefeexarnining their behefs ill learnihgr teaching,and using language on a
 
daily basis in the real world. These elements are essential to the philosophy ofwhole
 
language,and exploring them individually as well as in a group provides the needed
 
opportunity for continuing growth that one day workshops and seminars do not
 
provide. Through collaboration,teachers can close the gap between doing research
 
and implementing research findings. New roles can be assumed by teachers,and the
 
weekly discussions help to"legitimize teachers'practical understanding and
 
professional concerns"(Shepperson and Nistler,p.65). Watson,Burke,and Harste
 
(1989)as well as It's Elementary!(1992)stress the importance ofteachers meeting
 
outside ofthe school environmentto share experiences andjournal articles.
 
Teachers then have the opportunity"to experience how discussions come alive,how
 
inquiry becomes urgent"(Watson,Burke,and Meridith,p.41)just as their students
 
do in their classroom literature study groups.
 
Thus,the task ofimplementing a changefrom traditional to wholelanguage
 
teaching is a lengthy,time consuming one. Anyone trying to implement this or any
 
other major change would be wise to carefully assess the views and perceptions ofthe
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group membersthey are working with in order to have success. Asmooth start to the
 
transition can begin ifthe following has occurred:careful pre-planning,inclusion of
 
all membersfrom the very beginning,and understanding,professionalleadership
 
from all levels. Once a change process has begun,the most effective way to have it
 
continue and eventually become the norm for the school site requires continual
 
assessment and collaboration amongststaff members. Dedication to the change is
 
essential to the continuing success pfthe program. The project that accompanies this
 
research focuses onthe iiilrpduction andmitiafsteps to helping fpiir third grade
 
teachers transitionfrom traditional to whole language teaching. The materials and
 
forms provided can be an aid for those who are contemplating change at their school
 
site. The growth that these teachers made can be an encouragementfor those who
 
are implementing change,and the shortcomings thatthe project had will hopefully
 
benefit othersfrom not taking the same route. The literature reviewed for this
 
projectfocused on the aspects ofchange. Though this projectfocuses on the change
 
to whole language,it is the author's beliefthat the materials reviewed,as well as
 
much ofthe project,will assist other implementors ofchange. <
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GOALSANDLIMITATIONS
 
The overall goalofthis project is to help educators understand the processof
 
change and how toimplement it successfully asa group rather than a dictated
 
leadership. This project examines a selected group ofteachers as they transition
 
from traditionalteaching methods to whole language strategies.
 
The main limitation for this project is the people involved. To successfully
 
implenient a change in teaching philosophies,the group involved has to desire to
 
change. There needs to be a willingness amongst the staffand administration to
 
share leadership roles. Staffmemberswho are experienced whole language
 
teachers,or daily access to these teachers,is essentialfor the success ofthe
 
transition. Funding is always a major limitation to innovationsin education. Money
 
for quality literature in each classroom,for hiring substitutes(to allow teachers
 
observation time),and fundsfor whole language inservices is essential to the success
 
ofthe project.
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Appendix A
 
AStudy ofProgress
 
Into Whole Language
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INTRODUCTION
 
Change can bea positive force. In fact,Byrnes(1992)claims that change is
 
beneficial and can reward all menibers ofa group. Yet,when most people learn ofa
 
proposed change,their reaction is one ofresistance. Often action is taken against
 
the change before group members are fully informed on the proposition. Through
 
the research provided with this project,the key to successful change appears to lie
 
greatly in the preparation ofa group before any planning ofchange occurs. It is wise
 
for all membersinvolved in a proposed innovation to remember that change takes
 
time. Often the process appears to be a series ofone step forward and two steps
 
backwards. True,lasting change does not occur over night. This project developed
 
over a two and a half year period,and continues progressing at the date ofthis
 
writing. Superficial change can occur quickly,butfor change to become the accepted
 
norm,a lengthy period oftime is often needed. This is especially true in education.
 
Thus,in leading a stafftoward whole language,the implementors need to feel
 
comfortable working within a large growing period.
 
Jeschke(1990)and Rowland(1993)stress the importance ofgroup members
 
involvementfrom the very beginning ofa project. Olson(1993)believes that
 
successful change occursfrom within an organization much more enthusiastically
 
than ifthe proposed innovations are introduced to the group by outsiders. Thus,site
 
developers ofSchoolImprovementPlans have the ideal opportunity to become
 
aware ofchanges that they,as well as all staff members,are ready toimplementon a
 
yearly basis. Ifthe school happens to be going through Program Quality Review
 
(PQR)that year,the opportunities for introducing new methods and philosophies is
 
almost endless. This project was initially implemented with a staffduring aPQR
 
year. The leadership team for the school consisted ofadministration,upper and
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lower elementary teachers,and parents to help insure representation frorh the entire
 
school community. Thefocusfor thePQR year waslanguage arts,and there was a
 
desire from the principal,many teachers,and encouragementfrom the English-

Language Arts Frameworkfor California PublicSchools Kindergarten Through
 
Grade Twelve(1987)to move toward wholelanguage methodologies.
 
STAFFPREPARATION
 
Assessmentsurvey
 
One key element,according to Eiseman(1992),is the inclusion of all
 
membersinvolved in a change process. Thisinvolvement begins with the initial
 
conception ofthe changeimplementation design. In this project,a staffsurvey was
 
formed to allow each individual teacher to assess the established language arts
 
program(see Appendix B). The survey used the highlight pointsfrom thePQR pilot
 
program's(1992)criterion to assess the currentlanguage arts program. Teachers
 
rated how they believed the language arts program at the school measured up to
 
these state-developed goals. Atthis point,trust in the implementors ofthe proposed
 
change was not yet established,and risk taking amongstthe group members was very
 
low. Having a known,accepted basefor the initial questions concerning new
 
methodologies was essential to insure the comfortlevel ofall members. Teachers
 
were given instructions to work on their own and were asked to spend time reflecting
 
before answering each question. Thesurveys remained anonymous. Teachers,
 
administrators,classified staff, certified staff, parents on the SchoolSite Council,and
 
PTA officers were given surveys to complete. Once all ofthe surveys were
 
completed,the results were tallied and presented to the staff. Jeschke(1990)
 
stresses the importance ofkeeping all membersinvolved in a proposed change
 
informed throughout the process. Theimmediatefeedback to the staffwas a crucial
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show ofthe dedication to the project bythe change implementors. Atthis time,no
 
change had yet been suggested. The group reviewed the results as a whole ata staff
 
.^meeting.
 
The surveyproyided an accurate view ofhow staffmembersviewed the
 
language arts program. Two drawbacks did occur,and stating them may help future
 
users ofthe survey avoid these actions thatlessened the accuracy 0^^^ results. First
 
of all,sorne staff members workedtogether on the survey. By\y6rking together,it
 
helped to improve their own understanding ofthe questions. It also raised many
 
topics of discussion. Whatoften resulted,though,was a gfoup agreetnent as to what
 
nuinber torate the quality ofthe program. Anotherdifficulty arose whenthere was
 
confusion aSto whether the rating was being done on theindividualteacher's
 
classroom oron viewing the entire school. Manyteachers felt that since they had not
 
had opportunity to see fellow staff members at work,they were unableto rate the
 
school on the various qualities. Both ofthese events created possible inaccuracies in
 
the survey results,butthe positive aspects ofboth events far outweighed the
 
negative. Because ofthese actions and questions by staff members,grade level
 
meeting times were established on a bimonthlyschedule,and funds were allocated to
 
hire substitutes so that staff memberscould observe other classrooms at our site or
 
within the district. Being a year round school,there was the difficulty ofnever having
 
all staff members at every staffmeeting. Notes were madefor those offtrack,but
 
the staff was still lacking the feeling ofunity. The staffdecided as a whole to
 
schedule a breakfast staff meeting on the morning ofevery track change. This once a
 
month mefeting wasa time when the entire staffcould catch up on topics ofconcern
 
and growth. Change had begunfrom the desired goals within the group without
 
pressurefrom outside sources or administration.
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Securing a common knowledge base
 
, Members ofa school staffare always at various levels ofknowledge,
 
methodologies,and beliefs in language arts. According tp^J (1990),a common
 
knowledge base is essential to siiccessful change. To help insure this,copies ofIt's
 
Elementary!(19921and the English-Language Arts Frameworkfor California Public
 
Schools Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve(1987)were given to each staff
 
member. The staffwas asked to independently read both books. They were then
 
asked to review the survey and the areas that they personally had indicated a need or
 
desire for change or growth as a staff. They were then to develop ideas on how to go
 
about achieving these goals. Grade levels met together to formulate ideas,and these
 
ideas were compiled and printed Outfor a complete staffreview. A cover letter
 
introduced the formulated objectives and activities forimprovement(see Appendix
 
C). A strong reminder atthis pointin group self-assessment was to try and steer
 
clear Ofnegative comments. There often becomesa tendency to turn assessment
 
into a complaining sessibn,especially ifideas are gathered in animosity. The process
 
ofestablishihg goals and developing steps,proeedures,and activities to makethe
 
eventual actions ofchange occur smoothly over a transition period can be achieved
 
by helping the group think constructively. A chart ofwhere the staff believed they
 
werejwhere they wanted to be,ideas On how to achieve their goals,and proposed
 
dates for beginning each activity was created. This chart wasthen copied onto large
 
poster paper and posted in the stafflounge.
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PROFESSIONALGROWTH
 
Off^site meetings
 
Eiseman(1990)states that professional growth comesfrom each person's
 
desire toleam. Often teachers neglect tip develop thiis aspeetoftheir profession.
 
Mostschools subscribe to professionaljournals and makethem easily accessible to
 
teachers. Manyfaculty memberssubscribe to professionaljournals on teaching or
 
their main subject or iiiterest area. Building upon this wealth ofknowledge and
 
sources ofinformation can bea great asset in introducing a staffto the philosophy
 
behind whole language. It c^^ be a source for beginning whole language
 
strategies,once the staffis comfortable with the philosophy. In order to help create a
 
common knowledge base, It's Elementary!ri992i suggests that teachers meet
 
outside ofthe school setting to have professional discussions. Since the goal ofthis
 
project was to introduce and begin the transition toward whole language,monthly
 
meetings at a staff member's house were organized. Refreshments were served,and
 
reading material was provided well ahead oftime so that all who wanted to
 
participate could come prepared for the discussion. Thefocus was on the English-

Language Arts Frameworkfor California Public Schools Kindergarten Through
 
Grade Twelve(1987)and It's Elementary!. Both ofthese bookssupported whole
 
language methods and encouraged a child-centered curriculum. Also,both ofthese
 
books were created by education consultantsfrom the state ofCalifornia. Staff
 
members who needed the extra reinforcement ofstaying within the guidelines and
 
requirements ofa set curriculum could feel secure with the base ofthe program.
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Shared articles
 
Articles were copied for all staff membersand discussed over an arranged
 
lunch period each week to Continue enriching the staffscommon knowledge base.
 
The articles varied from professionaljournals to sections ofGoodman's book Whafs
 
Whole About Whole Language(1986). Staff members were encouraged to find
 
articles to share at the weekly discussions. The articles all needed to deal with
 
language arts,but did not have to support whole language. Often those articles that
 
did notfavor the whole language approach caused much more effective discussions
 
than those which did support whole language.
 
Needs and strengths assessment
 
After the monthly meetings and weekly lunch discussions had been underway,
 
aform wassent out asking teachers to list areas in which they would like additional
 
information or training. Theform also asked the teachers to list strengths or areas of
 
knowledge that they felt comfortable in sharing with the staffatfuture meetings(see
 
Appendix D).
 
Inservices
 
Early in the year,wholelanguage teachers throughout the district had
 
organized an inservice to be offered one afternoon. Theinservice was open to the
 
entire district. Basically,it was designed to attract teachers'interests toward whole
 
language. The presenting teachers shared how they were introduced to the whole
 
language philosophy and way ofteaching,as well as how theyimplemented some of
 
the strategiesin their classrooms.'The session wastwo hours long,and gave
 
interested teacherssome initial information about whole language. It also gave them
 
human resources to turn to for moreinformation and shared discussions.
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The decision was made as a staffto have consultantscome to the school site
 
and talk to the staffabout whole language. This was preferred oversending
 
individuals outto conferences and having these fortunatefew reportback to the
 
group. Twice during the two year period funds weresetaside for wholelanguage
 
consultants to give halfdayseminars to the staff. Both were atintroductory levels,
 
dealt with the philosophy as wellasbeginning strategies,and helped to develop much
 
discussion during,as well as after,the seminars.
 
In the months between these twoseminars presented by outsiders,teachers
 
from another schoolin the district came and discussed how theyimplemented their
 
writing workshop. Thisseminar wasa two hour session from teachers that were
 
known bya majority ofthe staff. An important part ofeach inservice was the
 
evaluation that teachers completed individually following each session(see Appendix
 
E). Through these evaluations,the group,as a whole,could decide more closely
 
where they were at,where they continued to wantto go,and accurately choose
 
activities orfuture seminars to help them achieve their goals. This continualinput
 
from each memberhelped to insure thatimplementation ofchanges toward whole
 
language moved smoothly.
 
STAFFPROGRESSION
 
The group going through the process ofchange is wise to limit themselves to
 
one particular area. Routeman(1991)states this quite clearly. Abandoning all
 
traditional teaching methods and trying to completely moveinto wholelanguage will
 
usually bring frustration upon the teacher as well as the students. The staff,in this
 
case,decided tofocus on the writing segmentoflanguage arts. From this decision,a
 
review ofthePQR writing program criteria wastyped up for each staffmember.
 
Attached to this criteria was the district writing expectanciesfor each grade level.
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The staffrealized the importance ofcollaborating as a group to successfully
 
implement the changes they believed were necessary. One staff meeting a month
 
was designated as a group sharing time for grade levels to share with the staff their
 
progress,as well as strategies that they were attempting. ThePQR process suggested
 
that each teacher selectsamplesfrom their class ofa high,medium,and low level of
 
writing(see AppendixFfor theform which was attached to each sample). These
 
samples were collected from each teacher,then laid out by grade levels on tables.
 
This project was especially beneficial for the staff. The teachersfound it interesting
 
to see how at the same grade level,one teacher's high was another teacher's medium.
 
Secondly,staff members expressed how much they benefitted from viewing what the
 
grades before and after their level were doing. Thirdly,the stafffound it interesting
 
to see the types ofwriting samples collected. Often this greatly reflected the style of
 
teaching being done in the classroom. The staffagreed that this wasso beneficial
 
that they wanted to do this at least two times each year.
 
The collection project aided in the discussion and development ofbeginning
 
portfolio assessment. Agreeing on exactly whatgoes into a portfolio is an ongoing
 
project. The initial introduction,steps,viewing portfolio samplesfrom other school
 
sites, and purchasing the supplies each teacher would need was completed during the
 
second year oftransition.
 
GRADELEVELPROGRESSION
 
The steps and stages that the staff wentthrough before,in between,and
 
following each inservice,journal article discussion,and home-meeting discussion are
 
too numerous to discuss in this project. Thefocusfor the remainder ofthe project
 
deals with the growth that thefour third grade teachers wentthrough during the two
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year period. Similar steps and stages were done at each grade level,and the ideas
 
and processes that the third grade went through could be applied to all grade levels.
 
Grade level meetings
 
Formalgrade level meetings were scheduled twice a month. Often the third
 
grade teachers chose to meet briefly each Friday to update their progress with one
 
anpther. The first meeting did notfocus on change,but wasa time when allfour
 
teachers described their present writing programs and how they directed them. The
 
second meeting wasscheduled so the teachers could describe their spelling programs
 
and whythey chose to set them up as they did. The third meeting was established so
 
that all ofthe teachers could describe their reading programs and state why they
 
believed their program waseffective. At none ofthese three initial meetings were
 
methodologies questioned or supported. Allofthe teachers had equaltime to share
 
their beliefs and curriculums. This risk-free sharing was an important elementto the
 
future growth ofthe group as a whole.
 
Writing program
 
The third grade teachers,as wellas the staff,decided to focus on writing.
 
After reading articles,attending inservices,and holding group discussions,the
 
teachers decided a child-centered writing program following the writing process
 
would be the goal that they wished to achieve. Each teacher had a different way of
 
achieving this,and all ofthe teachers were trying to grow into the role offacilitator,
 
allowing the students to take on more and more responsibility. The successes and
 
failures were shared during this period where the roles ofteachers and students
 
evolved. The beauty ofwholelanguage,not being a set ofrules or an exact
 
curriculum,shone through as each teacher explored and achieved their set goals in a
 
variety ofways. This writing process naturallyled to developmentofa writing
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portfolio. After two meetings,the group came to a consensus as to what writing
 
samples would beincluded and a minimum time table ofhow often entries would be
 
made to the portfolio. Discussion ofour writing strategies continued. True
 
collaboration occurred as each teacher learned and built upon one another's ideas.
 
The teachers became much mOre willingto take risks in their classrooms as well asin
 
their group sharing.
 
The discussion at one meeting led to the spelling curriculum.There was never
 
a concensus as to which way was best,as a third grade,to teach spelling. The
 
techniques varied greatly. Some teachers believed in strictly adhering to the district
 
established weekly list, while other teachers allowed students to independently
 
choose words that they wanted to learn to spellfrom their literature. The students
 
chose these wordsso that they Could then begin to use them conventionally in their
 
writing. Each teacher had strong beliefs in the area ofspelling instruction,so asa
 
group,we moved onward in Our discussions.Over time,all ofthe teachers began
 
allowing some student chosen words,and the act oflearning spelling has become
 
much less ofan isolated subject and more closely incorporated into the writing
 
process.
 
This process ofgrowth occurred over atwo and a half year period. Trust and
 
bonding had developed between the teachers. Methodologies and ideas were
 
respected,and discussions were notintimidating to any ofthe four members. The
 
move toward whole language methods began well after the basic philosophies were
 
explored and discussed. One area at atime wasfocused upon so thatsuccess could
 
be witnessed before adding on additional change. Once the teachers understood
 
how well the students could take responsibilityfor their writing,it was a natural step
 
to move into reading.
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Reading Program
 
Rquteman(1991)stgtes that many peGple believe wholelanguage means
 
throwingawaythe basalreader;- This is notnecessary^ norttie key,to teaching whp^^^
 
language; Manyteacheirs teach hsing whole language Strategies while continuing to
 
use their basals. Wholelanguage is the teacher and students more than the materials
 
being used. Yet,basals do not allow students the full responsibility thata student
 
chosen reading program allows. After many discussions and class observations,one
 
by one,the membersofthe third grade staffwere ready to try independentreading
 
programs using trade books. The teachersshared variousforms that helped in
 
establishing reading logs,reading conferences,response times,and reading circles
 
(seeformsin Appendix G). The success in the reading program spread to allowing
 
the teachers to facilitate,rather than direct,in other curriculum areas. Science and
 
social studies in all ofthe third grade classrooms became much broader than the
 
basic text bookssupplied by the district.
 
The process ofbecoming a whole language teacher is never ending. Most
 
people do not consider themselves whole language teachersfor many years. This
 
group ofteachers has accomplished much in the pasttwo years on their way to
 
developing child-centered classrooms. Their roles as teachers have evolvedfrom
 
being directors to facilitators. They have learned from their own experiences,fellow
 
teachers'experiences,and through collaborative discussions with their peers. Most
 
of all,they have grown to value their own professionaljudgement.
 
GUIDELINESFOR CHANGE
 
Change cannot be broken down into a step by step manual. However,certain
 
key ingredients to successful change have been shown, through this project,as
 
essential to the success oftransitioning into wholelanguage.
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1. Remember that whole language is a philosophy arid a way ofviewing how
 
children bestlearn.
 
2. Include the group that is being introduced to a new idea or methodology
 
from the initial development ofthe change process. Allow them to give their
 
opinions on where they are presently and where they wantto grow. Then together
 
begin developing the process ofchange.
 
3. Create clear goals as a staff. Insure that all members understand where
 
the group is heading and the activities that will aid in implementing the change along
 
the way.
 
4. Help each individual understand how they personally fit into the change
 
process.
 
5. Respectthe voice and opinions ofothers. Remember thatthey,too,are
 
trained professionals. Changing personal philosophies,traditional behaviors,and
 
routines involvesa great deal ofrisktaking.
 
6. Theimplementors ofchange need to show commitment to the staffand the
 
goal. Being ready to assist is essential to developing trust amongstthe group,the new
 
idea,and the implementors.
 
7. Insure that the change comesfrom within the group and is notsolely
 
directed from outsiders or superiors.
 
8. Assure staffmembers that the change to wholelanguage is in the best
 
interest ofthe students. Support this with resources,testimonials,and videos
 
showing whole languagein action.
 
9. Supplyjournal articles and booksso that the staffcan build a common
 
knowledge base and begin to geta true picture ofwhere they will be heading. Give
 
ample timefor the staff membersto read,reflect,and discuss the materials.
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timefor teachers to obseire other wholelanguage classrooms or
 
staff members attempting a wholelanguage strategy. More can often be learned
 
from a day's observation than a year's worthofreading and discussing.
 
11. Give special attention to insure that members ofthe group are informed
 
throughout the process ofchange.
 
12. Realize that resistance to change will occur. Use the resistance as a way
 
to create clearer goals for all membersinvolved in the change process. Remember
 
that no resistance at all can be a sign ofapathy toward the teaching profession. That
 
is a much more difficult attitude to attempt to change.
 
13. Mostimportantly,allow time for the transition to whole language to
 
occur. Change can be slow,even if it is desired. The process ofchanging an
 
individual's attitudes and behaviors takes time to occur. Presentthe materials and
 
ideas,allow timefor discussion,supply easy access to resources(text and people),
 
then waitfor the individuals to feel comfortable to begin risk taking. Change is not
 
an event,but a process individuals go through.
 
It is the author's intent thatreaders ofthe project will benefitfrom the
 
research on the process ofchange as well as the outlined experiences ofa selected
 
staffgoing through the transitionfrom traditional teaching methods to whole
 
language. Each staff is different,so this project will require adjustmentto meet the
 
needs ofeach individual group ofteachers. Allowing teachers'voices will insure
 
ownership in the process and lead to successful change. True collaboration can then
 
occur,and the boundaries to individual and staffgrowth are limitless!
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Appendix B
 
Language Arts
 
Group Assessment Survey
 
1. 	 Thelanguage arts program is literature-based and meaning-centered and
 
exposes all students to significantliterary works.
 
■ no 
idea low high 
0 2 ■ ■ .S-­ .4- ■ S:; 
As part of making meaning,all students draw upon priofexperiences to make
 
predictions,ask their own questions,and initiate discussions about their
 
interpretations ofthe text.
 
■no 
idea low high
/O' 1 : '-2:' /. 3 A- 5 , 
Students read or listen to self-selected works, including student-authored text, and 
works which arerepresentative of a variety of genres. 
. ' no 
idea low high
^ ■ ■4 ■ ■ ■■: . ;• 5„;' 
Students respond to literature representative of a variety of genres and cultural 
perspectives. 
^■^no' -V:;:/ 
idea low 
0 1 2 3 4 
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Students ednfront personal,moral,and ethical issues and values presented in
 
literature.
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students;help select core,extended,and recreational titles,
 
no 
idea low high 
^ ^ ;:-0■ .1: : 2 3 4 5 
■2. 
reading, and writing. 
. no ^ 
idea low 
0 1 2 
Students share written, dramatic, or graphic responses to the literature they have 
read or heard. This iritegration helps students construct personal meaning.; 
. ' idea 	 low 
-T:^ . . . 2 3 4:--vr:-C 
Students listen and respond daily to a variety of works, 
no 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Students read, publish, and display both individual and class projects, 
no 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
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3.
 
attention to thevarious stages ofthe reading process. Readingis perceived as
 
■ ■ ■no V , 
idea low 
0 1 ■ ■■ ■ 5 
■ hO';7 
idea low 
■ 2: ■ ■ : ■: ,5' 
no 
idea 
0 
low 
1 2 3 4 V 
high 
5 
Students synthesize personal experiences with the situation presented in the text, 
no 'v , 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Students read with increasing fluency, independence, accuracy, and understanding 
from a range of literature, 
no 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Students read in different ways for various purposes, 
no 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
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The program includes writing to constructand clarify meaning and directs
 
attention to the various stages ofthe writing process,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students who maybe prewriters author stories through creating drawings or wordless
 
text.
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Early in the writing process,students invent spelling. In later stages ofthe writing
 
process,students use a variety ofsourcesfor correcting spelling. Final written
 
products include correct spelling,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students model their writing after examples ofquality literature,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
During all stages ofthe writing process,students talk to each other about their work,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students use the writing process while writing on self-selected topics and teacher-

assigned topics.
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
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Students produce final drafts in which the meaning is made clear to the reader and in
 
which the conventions oflanguage - grammar and usage,spelling and handwriting ­
are used appropriately,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Through a variety ofwriting experiences in all subject areas,students synthesize
 
information and gain insights,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
From the time they enter school,students write daily as a vehicle for making meaning
 
in all subject areas.
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students revise their writing using various techniques,
 
no
 
idea low 	 high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Studeiits write frequently in response to writing prompts,
 
no 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
5. 	 The program includes attention to orallanguage developmentand
 
proficiency.
 
no
 
idea 	 low high
 
0	 1 2 3 4 5
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As part ofmaking meaning,students make predictions,ask their own questions,and
 
initiate discussions about their interpretations ofthe text,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students regularly engage in formal and informal oral discussions;each is given
 
opportunities to participate,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0, 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students use appropriate tone,style^ and voice when preparing oral and written
 
presentations for intended audiences,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students examine the qualities ofeffective speech in situations involving various
 
audiences,purposes,orforms,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students see themselves as orators and storytellers. Frequently,they create
 
dramatizations ofworks read,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 , 2 3 4 5
 
Studentsspeak in their home/communitylanguage when appropriate,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
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Students talk and write aboutworks they have read,identifying favorites,and telling
 
why they like them. 
no 
idea low high 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
6. 	 The program includes an assessmentcomponentthatencompasses the full
 
range ofEnglish-language arts goals and incorporates performance-based
 
approaches to assessment.
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Samples ofstudent work are collected in a portfolio,the overall contentand purpose
 
ofwhich is determined by the site- or grade-level team,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Students actively participate in evaluating their written and oral work,
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
 
Both formaland informal teacher observations ofstudents,their work,and
 
classroom interactions are used frequently in the overall evaluation ofstudent
 
progress.
 
no
 
idea low high
 
0 1 2 3 4 5
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 Teachers regularly use student work to evaluatey adjustvSnd^ future
 
■instruction.' 'V :\-V ; , ' V-: 
idea low high 
■ ■ -■ ^ I r 2 3 4 ; .5; ,v. 
In assessing student language abilities, teachers take into consideratiori irifQrmation 
gained from students and parents regarding the sttiddnt's home language, 
idea low 
0 1 2 3 4 5' 
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AppendixC
 
Evaluation Summary
 
The informationin this packet is acompilation ofthirty individual evaluation
 
packets. As you will see,the opinions regarding the condition ofourschool program
 
vary greatly. Certificated and classified staff,as well as parents on the School Site
 
Council and in thePTA participated in the evaluation. We mustremember that we
 
all see thingsfrom a unique perspective.
 
Because some ofthe descriptors and suggested objectives and activities for
 
improvement tend to show negative characteristics,we muststop to remind ourselves
 
that spreading negativity will notlead to successful change. Being open,talking
 
about it among ourselves,collaboratively making decisions,and having responsible
 
follow-through on all our parts will make a difference.
 
As we participate in the nextstep ofthe selfstudy process(deciding upon a
 
few improvement objectives and activities),we must consider the following:
 
1. 	 Be honest,but polite and professional in discussing the suggestions and
 
comments that areincluded in this summary. They are the sincere
 
thoughts ofsomeone in our school community.
 
2. 	 Select objectives and activities that are realistic and achievable:
 
a. 	 There are fiscal restraints that severely limit the adoption of
 
some suggestions.
 
b. 	 some suggestions may have to be sought through the
 
negotiation process.
 
c. 	 There are district policy restraints on what we can do as a site.
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d. 	 Most activities take time and energy. Who will do it,and when?
 
3. 	 Openly communicate. Askfor clarification. Share your ideas. Listen
 
attentively.
 
4. 	 The best change is usually incremental. Plan the small steps thatlead
 
to the big picture.
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AppendixD
 
Needs and Strengths Assessment
 
your instnictional duties;(Examples:wholelanguagem
 
'M
 
2.
 
3.
 
4.
 
5.
 
information with other staff members.(This is not a commitment!!)
 
2.
 
4.
 
Name:
 
Grade/Track:
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AppendixE
 
Language Arts Inservice
 
Evaluation Form
 
Please takesome time to fill out this evaluation ofthe recent inservice on
 
whole language.
 
1. 	 Hopefully,you received some good ideasfrom the session that you can begin
 
using in your classroom. List three things that you plan to use toward
 
improving your students'reading and writing abilities and enjoyment:
 
1.
 
2. 	 Wasthere anything that you hoped to learn that was not presented?
 
3. 	 Whatother language arts topics would you like to havethecommittee
 
address?
 
4. 	 How would you haveimproved the wholelanguage inservice?
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AppendixF
 
Work Sample Description
 
Date Submitted
 
Grade level
 
Topic was:(check one)
 
student selected
 
teacher directed
 
Check a box to indicate where in the writing process this work occurred:
 
rough draft ■ 
final draft 
other(specify) _____ 
In comparison to work generally expected at your grade level,this work is...
 
high
 
medium
 
low
 
Other comments or information needed to adequately evaluate this worksample:
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Appendix G
 
Date:
 
Student's Name:
 
Whatis the title ofthe book you are reacling?
 
Who wrote it?
 
Why did you choose this book?
 
Whatwould you like to do when you finish this book?(Options:write a report,draw
 
a poster,give an oralrepdrt to the classy write a letter to the author,etc.)
 
Teacher Comments:
 
ials.Inc.
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Reading Response
 
Name:. . '
 
Date: ' ' • ' '
 
I read ­
by ■ . 
It had pages.
 
It was easy just right hard
 
I want to
 
make an oral report
 
make a written report ■ ; ' . 
draw a picture ofmyfavorite part
 
* do something different* (see class-created list on board)
 
The next bookIwantto read is
 
Jasmine(1992)Teacher Created Materials,Inc.
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Student Reading Record
 
Name:
 
Date Title ofBook #ofpages Response to Book
 
(written oralreport,otlier)
 
Jasmine(1992)Teacher Created Materials,Inc.
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